JAMILA BARNETT

INTERIOR DESIGN Portfolio

INTRODUCTION

During my time in the Interior Design program at
Marymount University, my artistic and creative skills have
grown immensely, building on what I’ve learned in Drexel
University’s Digital Media program. Each project has given
me an opportunity to explore new ideas, respond to new
challenges, and build design skills and knowledge.
I believe that design is powerful and can be used to create
experiences that excel the productivity, livability, and
likability of a space and enrich our everyday lives.
The works in this portfolio document my desire to create
innovate, environmentally conscious, functional spaces
through thoughtful planning and creative problem-solving
that will enhance the lives of all occupants.
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Jamila.barnett.id@Gmail.com | jamilabarnett.com | linkedin.com/in/jamilabarnett

EDUCATION

CERTIFICATIONS

MA Interior Design / Anticipated May 2022
Marymount University, Arlington, VA

LEED Green Associate / July 2021

BS Game Art and Production / June 2015
Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA

EXPERIENCE
Framebridge - Washington, DC

• Gallery Wall Designer (June 2019 - Present)
• Design Services Agent (Jan. 2018 - Aug. 2019
• Production Speciality (Sept. 2016 - Jan. 2018)

Skyless Game Studios - Philadelphia, PA
•

3D Modeling/ Texture Artist (Sept. 2013 - Mar. 2014)

QUALIFICATIONS
// PROFESSIONAL
Hand & Computer Rendering
Model Building
Space Planning
Reading & Drafting Construction Documents
// TECHNICAL
Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, & InDesign
Autodesk Revit
Autodesk Maya
Enscape
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GRADUATE PRACTICE STUDIO I / FALL 2020
SOFTWARE: Revit, Enscape, Photoshop

Objective
The objective of this project is to develop an understanding of
hospitality design through the interior design of a resort comprised of
four individual tiny guest lodging units and a central common building.
The common building must include guest check in, management office,
a retail space, food/beverage service, an equipment rental area, storage
space and one common gathering space.

Concept
The Interlude’s brand and concept is centered around the principles
of ecological design, and emphasizes the connection between the
built and the natural environment. Through the use of sustainable
natural materials and by celebrating local amenities, The Interlude
will encourage guests to participate in nature and to carry a more
environmentally conscious attitude back home.

Solution
Located Saugerties, NY along Platekill Creek, The Interlude serves as the
perfect getaway from urban life, breaking ground for new seeds of green
hospitality and exceptional service. Guests can enjoy a light and tasty meal at
Respite Bistro with its variety of healthy dishes prepared from locally grown
produce. The retail space is a farmer’s market showcasing local produce,
meats, and other artisanal goods from the Catskills region. Guests can also
rent bikes and kayaks here to enjoy the great outdoors.

CENTRAL GATHERING AREA
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Guests can retire to their tiny-house cabins that feature a nature-inspired
design with soothing light fabrics, fresh colors, warm natural wood and
plantscaping. These planet-friendly rooms offer a cozy, chic, and green
alternative to mainstream hotels and a unique experience every time.
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central light display

LOBBY seating

FARMER’S MARKET & EQUIPMENT RENTAL

cafe seating upholstery

main building - rendered floor plan
Vibrant colors and greenery invite guests into the central gathering area. Layers
of light fixtures in natural finishes serve as both functional pieces and as an
artistic display, with the large skylight and windows throughout the space
connecting guests to the natural world.
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reception wall covering

respite cafe

reception
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UNIT b - The doubletop
The Doubletop is similar to the Cornell,
except that it accommodates 4 people. This
unit also features an office area with a floor
desk, perfect for a new take on working from
home.

north elevation

sleeping loft

sleeping loft & workspace

The plush chairs in this space can also be
moved to the surface of the desk for an
additional seating area to enjoy the view and
natural light. The dining table on the ground
floor also offers another workspace.

UNIT A - The Cornell
The Cornell accommodates 5
guests, with beds located in a
lofted space and with a convertible
sleeper sofa on the ground level.
Given the smaller dimensions of
the unit, a wall mounted folding
table allows the living space to be
transformed into a dining area, with
extra chairs easily tucked away.
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kitchen & dining area

north, south, & west elevations

kitchen & dining area
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UNIT C - The halcott
The Halcott accommodates 2 guests for a more
intimate experience, with the space divided
between the public kitchen and dining area, and
the private bedroom.

north & east elevations

The dining bench and bed are positioned against
windows to offer views to Plattekill Creek and the
woods beyond.

north & south elevations

UNIT D - The graham
The Graham accommodates 4 guests in the
largest unit. The living, dining, and kitchen
areas are connected in one great room, with a
more private bedroom adjoining the space.

kitchen & dining area
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entry & kitchen

Motorized blinds for the large skylight are
able to shield the room from sunnier days.
The bathroom for this unit also includes
grab bars and a roll-in shower to create a
wheelchair-accessible space, as this unit is
ADA-compliant.

central living spaces
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GRADUATE PRACTICE STUDIO II / SPRING 2021
SOFTWARE: Revit, Enscape, Photoshop, & Illustrator

Objective
The objective of this project is to develop an understanding of
workplace deisgn through evidence-based research. The focus
is on rethinking office space for the hybird working environment
normalized by the COVID-19 pandemic. The 14,000 square foot
space is divided between three separate companies with a shared
reception area and mother’s room.

Concept
The design is centered around combining the ideals of neoclassicism and organic architecture to create the new “domestic workplace”. The design responds to the site’s Neoclassical heritage and
incorporate each company’s values into their unique space plan.

Solution
Employee well-being is improved by the use of height-adjustable,
ergonomic workstations which allow employess to make movement
a part of their day. There is a mix of private thinking areas and public
workstations, with less allocated to executive staff.
Social distancing is enforced and enough space and storage is
be provided for employees to do their work effectively, while
soundproofing and visual barriers reduce the potential for distraction.

reception AREA
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Because this design puts the focus on the well-being of the employess
in order to maximize their creativity, it will inspire groundbreaking
innovation, enrich the work experience, and improve employee
satisfaction, health, and happiness.
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branding
codeClear’s purpose is to provide the programmers of
tomorrow an engaging online education that innovates
on the way people learn.

CONFERENCE

For this project, branding was developed for
each tenant company. The tenants included
a technology firm, a creative studio, and a
non-profit organization.

RESOURCE
LIBRARY
PRIVATE OFFICE

PRIVATE OFFICE

Floor finish
STORAGE
MOTHER'S ROOM

Each company has different missions, but
they all value collaboration and education.

LOUNGE

RECEPTION

wall tile

LOUNGE
STORAGE
MEDIA LIBRARY

PRIVATE OFFICE

PRIVATE OFFICE

PRIVATE OFFICE

PRIVATE OFFICE

LOUNGE

CONFERENCE

N

CONFERENCE

At Hub, we connect the best talent from all
backgrounds to build powerful, well-loved brands.

The Gaming History Archives works hard to preserve and
educate about the history and impact of video games.

upholstery
rendered floor plan
The research supports maintaining a central collaborative space for the overall plan,
and the structural columns provide an order for space planning. Consideration was also
given to how each company relates to the central reception area and whether internal
public areas might infringe on external private areas with noise.

partition
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codeClear is a company that provides education in
different languages to the programmers of tomorrow.
Keeping true to codeClear’s values of collaboration, their
office includes a foundational collaborative work space
with additional private areas off to the side.

reception seating

reception seating

public work area

public spaces
The reception area welcomes guests and
employees into a warm space gilded in
marble and bronze. Coffered ceilings
have been included with acoustical tile to
minimize potential noise from entering the
office spaces.
Booth seating here provides additional
workspaces or meeting areas. The multi-user
mother’s room sits secluded, only accessible
via security key card.
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mother’s room

office kitchen

private phone booths
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Hub is a full-service design firm that
brings together powerful marketing
campaigns through a network of
specialist talents.

The Gaming History Archives is a non-profit organization that
works for the preservation of video game history and media.

Their office includes an additional
small seating area for meeting potential
clients. The large resource library
provides employees with everything
they need to work effectively.

public workspaces
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The immediacy of the Archives’ missions are expressed through
this much more open space plan, where workstations and
lounge areas overlap and allow employees more choice in how
they work.

reception & resource library

office kitchen

reception & public workspaces

storage & seating area

public work area
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GRADUATE STUDIO II/ SPRING 2020
SOFTWARE: Revit, Hand-rendering with some Photoshop

Objective
The objective of this project is to develop an
understanding of residential space planning, guided
by the principles of universal design.

Ivey Residence

Concept
The clients, the Ivey Family, are moving house to
accommodate their son Daniel, who is paralyzed and
bound to a wheelchair. In addition to supporting him, the
Iveys need a home that will allow them to facilitate their
role as the central hub for the family at large.

Solution
The layout for the home emerged with the dining
space central within the first floor, allowing for
multiple spaces to flow around it and to create private
and public spaces for the family and their guests.

kitchen perspective
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first floor - rendered floor plan
There are more private spaces at the northern end of the house. The laundry and mudroom
area are located between the kitchen and garage, allowing the family a more private entry. As
Rosaura Ivey, the mother, works from home, she requires a private office. This location off to the
side allows for privacy from the main entertainment areas on this floor, and offers a quiet space
for her to get her work done or have her own guests. The powder room between the office and
entry provides quick access for Rosaura, and seclusion for guests.
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second floor - rendered floor plan
The second floor is designed with each family member’s privacy in mind. Each bedroom
has its own bathroom so that everyone has their own space. The master bedroom is located
between the two younger children’s rooms; this allows Kenneth and Rosaura to check on
their younger daughter Lia, or help Daniel if he needs any assistance. The older daughter,
Diana, is located further away for more independence away from her siblings.
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daniel’s bedroom

living room

dining room

living space
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bedroom elevation

Additionally, there is a display case
along the northern wall near his bed for
completed figurines. This keeps the figures
out of the sun’s path from the eastern
window and prevents them from fading.
For additional light filtration, the window
treatments are blackout blinds. They are
remote-controlled, to make it easy for
Daniel to close them at-will.

Universal design principles were integral
to FF&E selection. For example, the kitchen
appliances are finished in black stainless
steel to cut down on clean-up and to reduce
glare for vision-impaired members of the
family.
To help those family members as well,
there is dimmable under-cabinet lighting
which can be adjusted to different color
temperatures. The white quartz countertop
also adds brightness to the space without
reflectivity.

Daniel’s bedroom, which has been
specially designed for his comfort and
hobbies. Daniel paints figurines from the
tabletop game Warhammer 40K, so it was
important that he have a place to do both
his painting and his homework, without
taking up too much space in the room. His
computer monitors have been mounted
to the wall to give more space on his desk,
and on either side of the desk is shelving
for art supplies and other storage.

kitchen elevation

daniel’s bedroom
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DUNN-EDWARDS EMERGING PROFESSIONALS PROGRAM COMPETITION 2021

SOFTWARE: Revit, Photoshop

Objective
The objective of the Dunn-Edwards Emerging Professionals Program
Competition is to design a mid-century home for a family of five that
highlights the 2021 Dunn-Edwards Color of the Year, Wild Blue Yonder.
The home cannot exceed 2,000 square feet, excluding the garage. The
home must include a craft corner for the younger children, as well as a
private office for one of the parents. It must also create a mood board
built from Dunn-Edwards’ collection.

LAS VEGAS OASIS

Concept
The concept for this design is to tie the home into the local landscape
and create a modern oasis through the use of color. Taking inspiration
from the Desert Modern style, the home uses a mid-century palette to
create a soothing and exciting space with a timeless look. This project
has also been guided by the principles of universal design, to allow the
family to continue to love and grow in this home for years.

Solution
To complement the main color of Wild Blue Yonder (DE5855) while
keeping with the desert theme, warm natural tones were selected to
create a loosely tetradic color palette. Green tones paired with light
pinkish beiges connect to the rocky desert, while yellow accents add
brightness and bring notions of sunny days.

central living space
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west elevation

home exterior
The exterior of the home is painted White Zin (DEW315) to complement the natural landscape and
reflect the sun during the hot summers. Clerestory windows also bring in natural light to further tie the
space to the surrounding desert. To contrast with this, the central living room is enveloped in Wild Blue
Yonder, and accented with Yellow Stone (DE5467). The home is kept to one story to mimic the low flat
landscape of the desert.

rendered floor plan
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private spaces
A private office and homework area create spaces within a space. The office is painted with Mother Earth (DE4178) to bring calmness and security during
long working hours, and a window allows working parents to keep an eye on the children. The homework area and crafting corner are secluded to the
side. A wall allows some privacy to prevent most distraction, while still being open to the natural light and calming blue of the central living space.
The calming effect of Wild Blue Yonder is further continued in the master bedroom. As an accent wall, the blue color highlights the bed as a private space
that any couple can relax in. The warm pink tone of Desert Rock (DE6066) continues the natural theme, and yellow accents make this a joyful space.

dunn-edwards palette

master bedroom
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private office

central living space
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GRADUATE STUDIO I / FALL 2019
Hand-rendering with some Photoshop; Modeled with
foamcore, basswood, and acrylic

Objective
The objective of this project is to intervene on Marymount
University’s campus in the areas between the Lodge parking
lot and the Ostapenko Hall courtyard.
The program cannot exceed 800 square feet, and no piece of
program can be smaller than 200 square feet. The program
can be divided into two or more parts. Existing structures
must stay in tact, but their material finishes are open to
change.

Concept
To foster community between the university population and
guests visiting the site, opportunities for Refuge, Transition,
and Reflection were introduced via certain landmarks.

rotunda billboard
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defining concepts
• Refuge is marked by seclusion, offering
a sense of security. It offers a moment of
pause, and gives privacy.
• Transition involves a change between light
and shadow, between different colors,
between open and enclosed, and between
stationary and moving.
• Reflection is a chance for introspection and
observation, to immerse yourself in the
environment as a method of rejuvenation.

garden seating & fountain

rotunda & garden floor plan

rotunda & seating

rotunda & garden
The first intervention includes a garden seating
area to the northeast of the rotunda. A seating
area with a central fountain is sheltered
behind a half-wall with views to the wooded
area beyond, creating an area for refuge and
reflection.

section elevation
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rotunda & garden model

The ceiling planes of the rotunda and the bridge
connecting the pavilion to Ostapenko have been
changed to glass to bring light in to the space.
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courtyard
A seating area with planters
brings color and life to the
monochromatic plaza between
Ostapenko and Caruthers. Glass
awnings repeated from the bridge
provide privacy from the windows
overlooking the plaza, and giving
refuge from the sun’s path.

bridge model

bridge to ostapenko
The bridge roof includes stained glass in a
gradient from green to blue, transitioning
from the natural wooded area surrounding
the Pavilion, to the built environment of
Ostapenko.

bridge path
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concept imagery

courtyard seating
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GRADUATE STUDIO I / FALL 2019
Modeled with foamcore and basswood

Objective
The Cube Project focuses on the fundamentals of
three dimensional space, responding to a series
of prompts through an iterative design process
using physical models and free-hand drawings.
The objective is to demonstrate that the Cube is in
fact internally dynamic, understandable in terms
of volumetric relationships and open to spatial
qualification.

CONCEPTUAL CUBE

Solution
The cube is designed on a grid using 1.5”, 3”, and
6” measurements. The grid becomes increasingly
complex and layered moving from one side of
the cube to the other. Axonometric drawings and
sections diagram the cube’s internal spaces from
different orientations, with the orange delineating the
boundaries between spaces.

cube perspective
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cube with axonometric perspective
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cube section 1
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cube section 2
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cube section 3
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sketching & rendering

smithsonian castle sketch - pen
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furniture designs inspired by corn - pen, photoshop
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hotel sketch - pen
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il duomo - pen

bedroom sketch - pen
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furniture sketches - watercolor
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west section

perspective
study of the deering residence - pencil
floor plan
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plan oblique
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THANK YOU!
www.jamilabarnett.com

